
                                         SUBLEASING RULES/ ADVICE  

       Subleasing, especially without a charge, is an expensive nuisance for us and

a favor to you; normally the charge by almost all landlords (administrative costs)

is one month's rent;   therefore, follow our Rules precisely.   Image renting your

parents' furnished home and the precautions you would take.  Do not rely on one

roommate to bear the responsibility for doing the paperwork;  time and effort are

required to sublet correctly.  Monitor “your” tenants throughout Sublease.

Follow all rules---a sublet is a legal document.

1. You are the new tenants' landlord; anything REASONABLE you decide with

them  is permissible.   Lowering the rent to make your sublease more appealing   

is reasonable (especially since the apt. is more valuable in the winter).

2. You remain liable even though sublet;  PROTECT yourselves: a decent Security

Deposit  and due diligence (background checks and parent signatures) are basic.

2. Complete the Sublease in triplicate: for you, for the subtenant, and for us. On the

bottom of your original Lease write the shorthand terms of the Sublease & have

the Subs sign beneath those sub-terms).

3. To insure the Sublease's validity, you must have signatures from: ALL

CURRENT TENANTS (everyone on the Lease), ALL SUBTENANTS (and their

parents), and Glickman Real Estate. ONE tenant cannot sublet---all must.

4. GET MONEY RIGHT AWAY;  until the deposit clears you don’t really have a

tenant.    Make sure that all monies are sent to us (including Security Deposit).

Make sure that the subtenants CLEARLY MARK on every rent check their

name, your name, the apartment  and the rental period the payment is for.

Otherwise the rents may be allocated improperly. You may decide what security

deposit we should hold;    remember that the higher the security deposit, the more

security you have (since your subs may cause damage, stain carpet...)

 Be reminded that your subs are YOUR tenants and that you are responsible for the full

amount of rent and for your Subtenants' damages/ cleaning.  You should inspect “your”

apartment at the end of the Sublease and negotiate any problems (cleanliness, damages,

missing furniture) with your Tenants as we are unable to assign charges to any individual

and a Security Deposit refund check may be combined and made payable to all of you. 

In conclusion, permitting subleasing at no charge often causes us major problems since

rents get mixed up,  subleases may be incomplete thus having no legal validity,  and there

may be  confusion as to who caused damages or cleaning charges.     Head off these

problems by following the rules;   please do not take advantage of this “gift”. 

 


